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Dear Sir,

In 2017, I started as Marketing and Communication Manager for an international event agency, and obtain my
Master 2 Diploma in Marketing and Communication at ISCAM Business School. Attracted by company’s
Cosmopolitan environment, I wanted to deepen my knowledge in International business context. I take a Master
2 courses specialized in International Relations, so this allowed me to learn more about International business and
politics, and work with some companies with suppliers or market abroad. I was in charge of International
Marketing strategy proposal, to expand their customer or supplier portfolio. I had the opportunity to familiarize
myself with Industrial cities and economic players in Asia by visiting factories or attending B2B trade shows.
Thanks to my working conditions and my discovery of Asian culture, I took advantage of my time being
entrepreneurial, and created my Start-up in my country, a concept of well-being (Foot SPA) omnipresent in the
Asian tourist areas. The brand's mission is to offer related products and services in parallel with our Country
Branding, of which my main role is focused on its digital and global marketing strategies. Now I source from Asia
my own product and wish can represent a brand latter.
Currently, I am looking for a job in International Marketing, Business development, or brand management,
because I am passionate about creative strategies, giving solution to develop company’s business. Developing my
career in a sustainable company would not only allow me to share my skills thanks to my experiences, but the
company will benefit from the "soft skills" that I have acquired thanks to my entrepreneurial spirit.
Proactive and creative, a decision-maker personality and the involvement of a worker would make my distinction.
Persevering, commitment to starting a business and managing a position in an international context, have forged
me to become a positive person, of solution and objectivity.
My professional vision is to have an exciting and successful career in a big economic city, which thus places me at
your disposal, ready and confident for the rest of my career. For any additional information or for a possible
interview, I am available to help you better understand my skills and my personality.
Hope to meet you soon, please believe in my Regards.
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